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ABSTRACT 
 
 An economic rent motivates investors, so objectives of research were to examine and to analyze appropriate 
production systems of Kluai Homthong in Banlad, to investigate the feasibility of a system of Kluai Homthong 
farming which makes a high return for growers. The population used as a study group in Banlad district in 
Tambon Thomrong, Raisathon, Tamlu and Khongkrajed was 81 farming households. The data from a 
questionnaire was used as a research tool. The cost and benefit ratios, and IRR were used for statistical analysis 
of the questionnaire. The discount rate bank was of 3% with a three year period of study. The study found that 
Tambon Thomrong gained higher returns with cost and benefit ratios of 01.46 and IRR of 42.78 %, following 
Khongkrajed with 01.39 and IRR of 31.42%, whereas Tamlu was 01.15 and IRR of 18.79% respectively. An 
unproductive production system in Raisathon due to IRR was a negative 00.92 but cost and benefit was 01.06. 
Organic fertilization, soil maintenance, and selling products through Banlad Agricultural Cooperative improved 
efficiency of production. 
  
Key words: Production Cost, Economic Rent,  Kluai homthongbanlad. 
 
Introduction 
 
 Kluai Homthong is an important cash and food 
crop of Thailand with potential export markets, 
especially in Japan where there is a high demand. 
This is because of features of the purebred Kluai 
Homthong which has more weight and style in each 
fruit together with a beautiful color and good taste. 
Kluai Homthong in Phetchaburi province started in 
the year 2542 with the operation of the Banlad 
Agricultural Cooperative Limited which began a 
campaign to connect Homgthong banana with the 
consumer cooperatives of Sue Tor Ken of Japan. 
Since the year 2542, it has  exported 12 tons of Kluai 
Homthong per week. By the year 2550, it traded 5.15 
billion baht worth. In the year 2552, consumer’s 
cooperatives of Sue Tor Ken needed 13-16 tons per 
week. The Banlad Agricultural Cooperatives is 
preparing plans to expand capacity to meet increased 
demand through public relations development in 
order to increase the participation of members, along 
with expanding cultivation areas by approx. 15 Rai 
per month. 
 Any problems in production and market 
efficiency lead to serious problems in Kluai 
Homthong farming in  Banlad which result in facing 
high input  costs and low product prices. Similarly, 

the Homthong Banana growers are increasing the 
cultivation area as it makes money but the expense 
ratios that occur in the cropping  are also 
continuously increasing with higher cost rates. Most 
of the farmers are not able to estimate the likely 
expenses, or the cost to cultivate Kluai Homthong. 
Therefore, they do not receive the remuneration that 
they should. Sometimes, the sale price of Kluai 
Homthong does not cover costs because of economic 
fluctuation. Often, most growers do not know their 
precise costs.  They cannot set a sale price to cover 
their investment. If growers can estimate the 
expenses and yields of the cultivation, they will be 
able to determine production costs and develop a 
market system and can get a maximum yield. The 
question is, how do growers who grow bananas gain 
knowledge about management and administration 
costs and yield in the production of Kluai 
Homthong?  
 It is therefore necessary to research and analyse  
costs and yields in order to investigate the economic 
rent of Kluai Homthong for growers in the 
production cycle in Banlad. 
 
Objectives of the study: 
1. To examine and analyze  the cost of production 
and economic rent of the Kluai Homthong. 
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2. To investigate the feasibility  of the production 
system of Kluai Homthong in Banlad. 
 
Research Methodology:  
 
Areas of study and Population: 
 
 The areas of cultivation selected were as 
follows; 
 Tambons Tamrong, Khongkraged, Tamlu,  and 
Raisathon in the District of Banlad, Phetchaburi with 
a total cultivated area of 297.20 Rai  Banlad is an 
important area for Kluai Homthong in Phetchaburi 
province.  
 In this study, the population studied was the 
farmers who grow Kluai Homthong to trade in 
Amphoe Banlad, Phetchaburi which included 81 
households, which consisted of 27 households in 
Tamrong, 18 households in Tamlu, 17 in Raisathon 
and 19 in Khongkrajed. Households selected in 
purposive sampling were chosen on condition that 
the farmers had planted bananas for more than 3 
years and there was a continuous production with 
bananas sold at not less than 100 kilograms per 
month. Tools used in research were open-ended 
questionnaires and observations of planting by 
farmers in the area of study. 
 
Source of data: 
 
 In view of the above, Amphoe Banlad was 
selected as the area of study. The data for study was 
collected from both primary and secondary sources. 
 Primary data was be collected in person though 
field investigation in the selected Tambons. The 
structured schedule for farmers sought information 
on their background, production costs , marketing 
costs and problems, etc.. 

 Secondary data: The information in respect of 
production, cropping patterns, and general 
information regarding Kluai Homthong and other 
data were collected from government publications.  
 
Analytical Method: 
 
 This research is a quantitative study. The 
preliminary data of the respondents were analyzed 
using mathematical formulas  and percentages  based 
on the objectives of analysing the feasibility of 
investment using 2 methods of calculation: 
1. Internal Rate of Return Method
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Calculated from the following equation; 
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2. Cost and Benefit Ration

 All of those costs, labor and fertilizers were high 
with 1,048,811 Baht and 744,047 Baht respectively. 
For Banlad production costs were tabulated as 
follows: 

 or B/C 
 
Findings and Discussions: 
 
 The results of the investigation reveal that Kluai 
Homthong growers in the study area used both fixed 
costs and variable costs in  production. Of all these, 
labor and fertilizer were of high value. For variable 
costs, almost all growers applied organic fertilizers in  
Homthong farming. The growers who hold their own 
land to cultivate bananas total 66%, while farmers 
who rent land used to cultivate bananas total 34%.  
 The study also found that fixed costs included 
depreciation, equipment rental and banana 
cultivation. Variable costs consist of purchasing and 
planting the roots of the banana species, fuel, 
electricity, fertilizer and labour. Family labour is the 
main source of labour supply in banana production.  

 
Table 1: Shows the production cost of the period study. 

Expenditure (Baht) 
Tambon Fixed cost Variable cost total 

Land 
opportunity 

Depre- 
ciation 

Root seed fertilizer electric fuel Land 
prepara- 

tion 

Plastic 
bag 

labor 

Tamrong 107,500 313,308 146,400 297,572 77,380 85,100 132,100 70,700 405,666 1,635,726 
Raiisathon 53,000 156,374 63,840 118,020 28,640 82,228 41,300 32,175 173,356 748,933 

Tamlu 42,750 277,563 55,200 161,208 11,000 80,562 58,400 28,585 185,354 900,622 
Khongkrajed 74,000 186,042 88,800 167,247 49,050 118,880 120,500 25,805 284,434 1,114,758 

Total 277,250 933,287 354,240 744,047 166,070 366,770 352,300 157,265 1,048,811 4,400,040 
 
 From the table above, it can be observed that  
production costs are higher in Tamrong, but lower in 
Raisathon. The average cost per planted area used in 
banana production was 13,407 baht,   14,077,  
19,578, and 14,805 baht in Tamrong, Raisathon, 
Tamlu, and Khongkrajed respectively.  
 According to the field study, there are two 
categories of trader in the Homthong market. They 
are the Banlad Agricultural Cooperative and local 
merchants. The analysis demonstrates that  99.30% 

of the product was sold to Banlad Agricultural 
Cooperative and only 0.70% was sold to local 
merchants. Most traders come to purchase Kluai 
Homthong at the growers' farms. The marketing 
costs incurred by traders for purchasing Kluai 
Homthong from growers also includes cost of 
transportation, commission, labour charges for 
transport and weighing etc. 
The revenue of products which was sold to traders is 
shown as follows: 
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 Table 2: Shows the marketing of Kuaihomthong by traders. 

Studied areas Categories traders total 
Agricultural Cooperatives(Baht) Local merchant (Baht) 

Tamrong 2,386,725.00 3,250.00 2,389,975.00 
 (42.07) (08.13) (41.34) 

Raisathon 766,350.00 29,400.00 795,750.00 
 (12.47) (73.59) (13.76) 

Tamlu 1,040,195.00 0.00 1,040,195.00 
 (18.31) (00.00) (17.99) 

Knongkrajed 1,547,495.00 7,300.00 1,554,795.00 
 (27.24) (18.27) (26.89) 

total 5,740,765.00 39,950.00 5,780,715.00 
(percentage) (99.30) (00.70) (100.00) 

 
 Table 2 indicates that the Banlad agricultural 
cooperative marketed Homthong at a higher rate than 
Local Merchants, especially in Tambon Tamlu where 
it was the only buyer. This is due to the Agricultural 
Cooperative providing growers with marketing 
services which reduce the cost for them and create 
convenience at  sales time. The study also showed 
that the average revenue per planted area was 19,589, 
14,957, 22,612 and 20,457 baht, in Tamrong, 
Raisathon, Tamlu and Khongkrajed respectively.   

 In the analysis of cost and benefit, it was found 
that the net profit of growers from Homthong 
production per Rai was 6,182,  880, 3,034 and 5,789 
Baht in Tambon Tamrong, Raisathon, Tamlu, and 
Khongkrajed respectively.  
 Considering the feasibility of the Kluai 
Homthong project with a three year study duration 
and 3% discount rate, the profits and IRR were 
calculated as follows: 

 
Table 3: Shows the return on Kluai homthong production of the year 2552 -2554.  

Studied area,                    Cost and Benefit Profit per Area Internal rate of return 
(Tambon)                             (B/C) (Baht/Rai). (Percent) 
Tamrong                              01.46 6,182 42.78 
Rai sathon                        01.06 880 -00.92 
Tam lu                             01.15 3,034 18.79 
Knongkrajed                    01.39 5,789 31.42 

       
 Table 3  indicates the cost recovery for  growing 
Kluai Homthong in Tamrong has higher returns 
(IRR) at 42.78 %. and B/C 01.46. Unfortunately, the 
returns for Raisathon had a negative internal rate of 
return at 00.92%.    
 
Discussion: 
 
Production and marketing cost: 
 
 The Kluai homthong of the Tambol Tamrong in 
Banlad recorded the cost of production. The growers 
produced Kluaihomthong and sent 240,570 
Kilograms to market from a cultivated area 122 Rai. 
Almost all growers sold the product to Banlad 
Agricultural Cooperative with the price of 10.50 
Baht per kilograms. Some of them also sold to local 
merchants. During investigation in the  project, it 
was found that the cost and benefit ration was 01.46.   
 Internal rate of return was equals 42.78%, which 
compared well with the interest rate of 3%, loaned 
from Banlad Agricultural Cooperatives . The yield is 
worth more than the investment rate, so the 
production and economic rent of growers in the 
Tamrong is appropriate investment. . 
 For the analysis of production of growers in 
Raisathon, it found that the return was unable to 
recovery cost during the period of the project. 
Detailed finding revealed that the growers sent 

80,340 kilograms of product to market or 1,510 
kilograms per Rai. In this Tambol almost product 
sent to local merchants but some sent to Banlad 
Agricultural Cooperatives. The Internal Rate of 
Return was equal to a negative 0.92%, which is 
compared with the interest rate 3%. The yield has 
been lower than the rate of investment, the 
investment in the market by farmers was supportable 
only if they modify the method of production, to 
adjust soil fertility with compost or fertilizer in 
combination with formal marketing channels. 
 This findings is consistent with the finding of 
Suthanai Sinudom (2549) who found that improving 
the soil condition and organic fertilizer, and the sale 
of products through the Agricultural Cooperative 
which assists growers in gaining good quality of 
Kluai homthong and higher prices.   
 The production of Kluaihomthongbanlad by 
growers in Tamlu and Knongkrajed also achieved 
positive results. In the case of Tambol Tamlu, it 
found that banana cultivation in an area of 46 Rai has 
produced 105,420 kilograms. Growers sold the 
products through agricultural cooperatives in the 
price per kilogram at 10.50 baht without sales 
through middlemen.  The Internal Rate of Return was 
equal to 18.79% which compared well with the 
interest rate. The result of investment in 
Tambolknogkrajed were that , the growers received 
return on investment at a good place with output of  
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159,360 kg from cultivated areas 76 Rai.  The 
Internal Rate of Return was 31.42% with B/C 01.39  
 The study has shown that production and 
marketing system is important for agricultural 
products. In the studied areas, growers who used 
organic fertilizer and sell product through 
Agricultural Cooperative can get the handsome 
profit.  
 But some growers lose money eg Tambol 
Raisathon, with internal rate of return at a negative 
value 00.92, lower than inernal rate of investment at 
3%.  
 To maintain this market it is necessary to modify 
production techniques, and marketing, which was 
consistent with the findings of Nongnooch 
Aungyurekul (2546) who found farmers should 
receive training on production and marketing in order 
to get high productivity.   
 On the other hand, the marketing plays the 
important role in agricultural sector because it brings 
products from the production point to the 
consumption point for Kluaihomthong.  
 From the study, it can be seen that growers 
gained higher value of Kluai homthong because it 
bring product through Banlad Agricultural 
Cooperative. Thus, the distribution channel through 
agricultural cooperatives is important. This was 
consistent with the finding of Suthanai Sinudom 
(2549) who that found growers received a high yield 
due to the sale of the Kluai homthog through 
agricultural cooperatives in Amphoe tha Yang. 
  
Conclusion: 
 
 The main finding of this study is that production 
and marketing of Homthong in the area of study 
obtained appropriate returns for growers, except in 
Raisathon. The return was positive with high value in 
Tamrong, Khongkrajed and Tamlu with internal rates 
of return of the percentages of 42.78, 31.42 and 
18.79 respectively.  
 The growers who need benefits from production 
should market Kluai Homthong with the Banlad 
Agricultural Cooperative and apply organic fertilizer 
to assist soil maintenance at the time of cultivation. 
The study of Kluai Homthong marketing in Banlad 
indicates the Homthong marketing system in the 
study area has two marketing channels, I.e. the 
Agricultural Cooperative and the local merchants. 
The Agricultural Cooperative is the most important 
mechanism in purchasing Kluai Homthong. 
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